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Environment and Evaluation

Overview

For backup, a HYDRAstor file system was accessible via NFS mount on
a Linux based backup Server running Amanda Enterprise.

Amanda Enterprise from Zmanda - A Carbonite company, is a
backup and recovery solution that offers fast installation, simplified
management, enterprise-class functionality, and low-cost subscription
fees. Based on a popular open source project (http://sourceforge.net/
projects/amanda/), Amanda Enterprise uses standard formats and tools
— effectively freeing users from being locked into a vendor to recover
archived data.
NEC’s HYDRAstor system is a massively scalable distributed grid
storage platform, built to modernize storage infrastructure to support
long term data retention. HYDRAstor grid storage delivers high
performance, cost effective, and highly reliable long-term data storage
for enterprise and SME environments. It reduces storage capacity

Figure 1

consumption by up to 95% or more with inline global deduplication
and compression (DataReduxTM), enabling high performance and low

The configuration of file system as backup media was done using

storage costs. Leveraging HYDRAstor’s grid architecture, enterprise

Amanda Enterprise management console as shown in Figure 2. The

customers can customize the configuration to match performance

HYDRAstor file system was mounted at /mnt/hydra/backups/natasha_

and capacity requirements with high availability and no single point

hydra on the backup server.

of failure. HYDRAstor’s advanced erasure-coded data resiliency can

A backup schedule was run over a month and data reduction via

tolerate up to 6 concurrent disks or node failures, delivering greater

deduplication and compression were measured periodically.

data protection with less overhead than traditional RAID. In addition, the
HYDRAstor system helps maximize investment protection with online
upgrade/expansion capability and in-place technology refresh with
intermix of multi-generation nodes within the same grid system.
Amanda Enterprise combined with NEC HYDRAstor grid storage,
provides users a cost-effective disk-based backup and disaster
recovery solution.

Backup, Restore and DR Evaluation
Amanda Enterprise has been evaluated with NEC HYDRAstor in
multiple configurations:
Figure 2

• HYDRAstor system as secondary and tertiary storage for Amanda
Enterprise backups

Zmanda backed up its engineering file server to HYDRAstor file system
daily. The engineering file server provided a mix of data ranging from

• Amanda backup server DR configuration using HYDRAstor’s
RepliGrid

TM

ISO images, virtual machine vmdk files and software binaries to text files

WAN-optimized replication.

and presentations. To maximize backup performance, a large file system

Backup and Restore

on file server was divided into six backup objects as shown in Figure

Amanda HYDRAstor backup/restore evaluation consisted of:

3 and Figure 4, each sending a stream of backup data to HYDRAstor

• Backup spanning multiple directories over multiple Clients

file system. Compression and encryption were turned off on Amanda
server to take full advantage of HYDRAstor’s global deduplication and

• Multiple backup runs (at different backup levels)

compression capabilities.

• Verification using Amanda backup monitoring and reporting

Note: As a reference, Amanda software compression on the client would

• Restore and data integrity verification by comparison with

have provided a data reduction of 2:1, for the above mix of data using

original data

default deflate compression algorithm.
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Each backup object was configured to perform at least two full backups

In Figure 5, Calendar view on the left shows all backups from August.

every seven days, and incremental all other days. The intelligent

Warnings represent open files (files being read/written) during backup.

scheduler in Amanda balanced the full and incremental backups for

The backup summary page shows that approximately 500 GB of

all six (6) chunks to approximately back up the same amount of data

data was backed up through five (5) full backups on August 20th.

(500 GB) every day. Sufficient disk space was available to perform full

Throughout the evaluation, Amanda server performed multiple

backup every day of the week.

successful restores of individual files and directories as well. Restored
data was verified for data integrity using Amanda’s ‘amverify’ tool.

Results of HYDRAstor Data Reduction
Figure 6 shows the total data reduction over a month of backup
runs. HYDRAstor’s total global reduction ratio with deduplication and
compression was 24:1 as shown below.

Figure 3

Figure 6

Figure 4

Results of Backup and Restore Operations
Here is the snapshot of backup summary page for a month.

Figure 5
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Replication for DR

The daily backup run had significant data reduction of almost 200:1.
This includes data compression and deduplication performed on the

Amanda HYDRAstor DR scenario evaluation covered the following:

backup data by HYDRAstor system.

• Data Replication between primary and remote sites using HYDRAstor
RepliGrid Technology (comprising of Amanda servers with
independent HYDRAstor systems as backup storage)
• Recovery and verification at remote site for catalog and data

Environment and Evaluation
For DR scenario, apart from the backup configuration, a secondary
Amanda server was configured to replicate the Amanda catalog and the
backup data stored in the HYDRAstor system as shown Figure 10. The
scheduled replication of data was performed by HYDRAstor RepliGrid

Figure 7

without rehydrating the backup data.

Figure 8

Figure 9 shows effective user data backed up on HYDRAstor system vs.
actual disk capacity consumption. It shows increasing amount of data
being backed up by Amanda to HYDRAstor storage over one (1) month.
Figure 10

Figure 9

As more and more backups were taken, data reduction achieved
through deduplication and compression resulted in efficient capacity
utilization.
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Results of Replication for DR
The following table shows the replication of Amanda backup images
from the primary Amanda server to secondary/mirrored Amanda server.
HYDRAstor’s WAN optimized replication (RepliGrid) sends only unique
data chunks across the network, accelerating the replication process and
saving bandwidth as well as computing resources. Figure 11 shows the
replication of one backup run of 660GB from a backup run resulting in
actual transfer of about 51GB.
Replication Sets
Replication
Set

Role

Node ID

Filesystem
Name

Remote
System

Transfer Rate

Real Size

Virtual Size

Job Status

Daily
Backups

Replica

SN0101

fs1

192.168.10.135

19.1MB/s

51.5GB

660.1GB

Completed

Figure 11

To verify the replicated data at the remote site, restores were performed
using the secondary Amanda server and compared with original data.
Additionally, Amanda’s ‘amverify’ command was used to confirm the
integrity of replicated data.

Efficient Backup and Reliable Recovery
The combination of Amanda Enterprise and HYDRAstor system enables
organizations to simplify backup administration and optimize the capacity
utilization. Amanda Enterprise provides easy to use management
capabilities for data backup, restores and recovery, while HYDRAstor’s
DataRedux and RepliGrid technologies compliment it by greatly reducing
the capacity requirements and network utilization. Additionally, NEC’s
HYDRAstor storage provides advance erasure code based resiliency
which further protects the data better than traditional RAID.
For DR scenario, Amanda server can manage and restore data from
remote sites utilizing HYDRAstor’s light-weight WAN optimized
replication. For best results, Amanda’s compression feature should be
disabled relying on HYDRAstor’s global deduplication and compression.
Amanda software upgrades are backward compatible supporting
management and protection of both existing and new data. HYDRAstor
system can be further expanded and refreshed with no data migration
by incorporating intermix of newer generation hardware into the same
grid system, enabling in-place technology refresh and eliminating forklift
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